Tinker Field Research Grants

Recipient and Area of Focus

2012

Stephanie Aubry  Spanish & Portuguese; Brazil

Bettina Barillas  John Glenn School of Public Affairs; Nicaragua

Paul Carruth  Sociology; Argentina

Bradley Hilgert  Spanish & Portuguese; Ecuador

Anisa Kline  Spanish & Portuguese/Center for Latin American Studies; Ecuador

Molly McDermott  Environment & Natural Resources; Colombia

Brian Pace  Horticulture & Crop Science; Mexico

Zoe Pearson  Geography; Bolivia

Christian Salazar Valenzuela  Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology; Ecuador

Gordon Ulmer  Anthropology; Peru

Murat Yasavul  Linguistics; Guatemala

2006

Meghan Armstrong  Spanish & Portuguese; Brazil

Alexandra Copley  Art/Photography; Mexico

Emilio Hernandez  Agricultural, Environmental and Development Economics; Nicaragua

Cameron Jones  History; Peru

Diego Mattos-Vazualdo  Spanish & Portuguese; Bolivia

Daniel McCurley  Spanish & Portuguese; Mexico

Alexander Poster  History; Mexico

Maria Rincon  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain

Cecilia Shiroma  Food Science and Technology; Peru

2007

Fernando Blanco Inostroza  Spanish & Portuguese; Chile, Argentina, Brazil

Jason Bush  Theatre; Peru

Sandra Garner  Comparative Studies; Mexico

Luciana Gusmao  Biological Sciences; Chile, Argentina

Dietrich Haagen Klaus  Anthropology; Peru

David Lansing  Geography; Costa Rica

Matthew Mariola  Human Community Resource Development; Chile

Melanie Miller  Human Community Resource Development; Costa Rica

Grant Moss  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain

Gayatri Thampy  Anthropology; Panama

Dustin Walcher  History; Argentina

Taylor Wallace  Food Science and Technology; Peru
Beatrix Alvarado  Education: Teaching & Learning; Peru
Bryan Aubry  Anthropology; Mexico
Marja Bakersmans  Natural Resources; Venezuela
Rachel Ball  History; Spain
Edward Luna Brough  Dance; Brazil
Ryan Caesar  Entomology; Nicaragua
Sally Graver  Anthropology; Guatemala
Michelle Johnson (Hackett)  Human Nutrition; Colombia
Justin Lance  Political Science; Brazil
Stephanie Lansing  Ecological Engineering; Costa Rica
Ligia Lundine  Geography; Guatemala
David McLaughlin  Spanish & Portuguese; Cuba
Dag Mossige  Political Science; Argentina
Teresa Hutchinson  Geography; Brazil
Stephen Hyland  History; Argentina
David Lansing  Geography; Honduras
Brian Murphy  Comparative Studies; Spain
Antonio Pedros-Gascon  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Anne-Marie Pouchet  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Stace Rierson  Education: Teaching & Learning; Mexico
Stephany Slaughter  Spanish & Portuguese; Mexico
Hojun Song  Entomology; Mexico
Amy Thorne  English; Mexico
Laurie Urraro  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Francisco Villena-Garrido  Spanish & Portuguese; Mexico

Wesley Collins  Linguistics; Guatemala
Connie DeJong  Comparative Studies; Peru, Bolivia
Monica Fuertes-Arboix  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Elena Garabis  Agricultural, Environmental and Development Economics; Guatemala
Judith Garcia-Quismondo  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Melissa Guy  History; Argentina

Shahna Arps  Anthropology; Honduras
Stephanie Daza  Education: Policy & Leadership; Colombia
Deborah Diemont  English/Creative Writing; Mexico
Jorge Machin Lucas  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Jorge Maldonado  Agricultural, Environmental and Development Economics; El Salvador
Francisco Villena-Garrido  Spanish & Portuguese; Venezuela
Julie Weinert  Geography; Ecuador
2002
Luis Alvarez Castro  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Diego Benegas  Comparative Studies; Argentina
Veronica Crossa  Geography; Mexico
Christopher Dennis  Spanish & Portuguese; Colombia
Stewart Diemont  Food, Agricultural, Environmental Engineering; Mexico
Monica Fuertes Arboix  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Jesus Gomez Fernandez  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain, Nicaragua
Carmen Grace  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
L. Chad Howe  Spanish & Portuguese; Brazil
Matias Martinez Abeijon  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Rafael Pleitez Chavez  Agricultural, Environmental and Development Economics; El Salvador
Yuri Porras  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Clara Reyes  Spanish & Portuguese; Colombia
Maria Angeles Romero  Theatre; Mexico
Tori Saneda  Anthropology; Belize
Stephany Slaughter  Spanish & Portuguese; Mexico
Maria Tenorio  Spanish & Portuguese; El Salvador
Judith Garcia Quismondo  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Hiram Irizarry Osorio  Political Science; Argentina, Brazil
Alejandro Madrid Gonzalez  Musicology; Spain
Tracy Manning  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Katya Michalak  Political Science; Nicaragua
Andrew Mitchell  History; Spain
Yuri Porras  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Clara Reyes  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Fabian Rodriguez  Natural Resources; Ecuador
Andrea Smidt  History; Spain
Ann Smyntek  Public Health; Costa Rica
Matthew Warshasky  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Karen Yang  Political Science; Argentina

2001
Pablo De la Peña  Spanish & Portuguese; Peru

2000
Sherwin Bryant  History; Colombia
Robin Cogburn  Education: Teaching & Learning; Mexico
Karen Dollilnger  Spanish & Portuguese; Mexico
Marina Fabiola Espinosa  Communication Design; Nicaragua
Timothy Face  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Mar Inestrillas  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Janina Leon  Agricultural, Environmental and Development Economics; Peru
Alejandro Madrid Gonzalez  Musicology; Mexico
Luis Madrigal Mercado  Rural Sociology; Mexico
Joshua Monten  Dance; Brazil
Ana Moraña  Spanish & Portuguese; Uruguay, Argentina
Carolina Pascual  Spanish & Portuguese; Spain
Rosanna Tavarez  Dance; Dominican Republic